Students for Global COVID Vaccine & Treatment Justice

The Honorable Joe Biden
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

June 9, 2022

Dear President Biden:

As students whose education and formative years have been massively disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic, we call on you to please use the full power of the presidency to expand access to vaccines, tests and treatments worldwide. Urgent action by your office is needed both to save lives and to prevent new variants that could undo the progress made against COVID to date.

While COVID vaccines are widely available throughout the United States, this is not true for large parts of the world. Despite now being in the third year of the pandemic, billions of people across the globe still have not had access to a single COVID shot. And billions more have not had access to the mRNA vaccines that, as of this moment, are the best known safeguards against the most recent COVID variants.

The failure to address these shortfalls continues to cost thousands of lives each day, expose generations to the poorly-understood risks of long COVID and increase the likelihood of viral mutations that create new variant waves that could restart disruptions to our lives here and throughout the globe.

At a point when the United States is relying on “test and treat” strategies in an attempt to transition COVID from a deadly pandemic into a manageable endemic phase, we are especially dismayed that your administration has opposed attempts by South Africa, India and dozens of other nations at the World Trade Organization (WTO) to eliminate intellectual property barriers that impede expanding access to COVID diagnostics and therapeutics. Protections for pharmaceutical monopolies must not be allowed to stand in the way of increased vaccine, test and treatment production around the globe.

As part of a comprehensive effort to boost production of critical COVID medical tools around the globe, we urge you to please support a comprehensive waiver of all WTO rules standing in the way of vaccine, test and treatment production; to use your executive authority to compel pharmaceutical companies to share vaccine and treatment recipes and other technical know-how with qualified producers around the world; and to help fund the speed-up of vaccine and
treatment production domestically and internationally.

The idea that “no one is safe until everyone is safe” is more than just a slogan. Prioritizing the expansion of the COVID vaccine, test and treatment production needed to prevent needless death and suffering abroad is both a moral imperative and a matter of justice. Global vaccine and treatment equity is also critical to protecting the future for students like ourselves.

The public health, economic health and social health of our nation and others relies upon your leadership.

Sincerely,

Wally Rosenthal (Queensborough Community College)
Jessica Occhiogrosso (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Olivia Beichel (Worcester State University)
Jennifer Sugijanto (Weill Cornell School of Medicine)
Chris Vasquez (University of Texas at Austin)
Anna Koerner (Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons)
Mason Drummond (Northwest Academy)
Cia Shao (Portland Community College)
Robin Sack (Grant High School)
Jennifer Sugijanto (Weill Cornell School of Medicine)
Margot Rashba (Boston University)
Aidan Durias (Portland State University)
Joe Pfister (Sarah Lawrence College)
Minnea Lepola (Cornell University)
Lawrence A Melniker (SUNY Downstate Medical College)
Muneeb Aslam (The University of Texas at Austin)
Willow Grace Eckmayer (Portland State University)
Dallas Archuleta (Portland State University)
Elizabeth (Portland State University)
Miette (Portland State University)
Audie Bassow (Portland State University)
Danna Solano (Portland State University)
Tala Endacott (Portland State University)
Jessica Hawkins (Portland State University)
Kiera Flanagan (SUNY New Paltz)
Lori Alicie (Spencerport)
Kaelan White (Portland State University)
Aoi Tsuda (Portland State University)
Marilyn Rios Bello (Portland State University)
Nvabury Kenneh (Cypress Springs High School)
Syd Mark (DePaul University)
Kara Lonberg (Portland State University)
Ellen Wohlenhaus (Portland State University)
Rakesh A Murugesan (Ohio State University)
Gloria Tavera (University of California San Francisco)
Maddie Ward (University of California, Los Angeles)
Maya O'Kelly (University of California, Los Angeles)
Arushi Dhandra (George Washington University)
Nitya Nagarajan (Saint Louis University)
Quentin Bouanna (The Ohio State University)
Matthew Mitnick (University of Washington-Seattle)
Eric Oxsalida (The Ohio State University)
Social Justice in Medicine Coalition (Keck School of Medicine of University of Southern California)
Alessandro Nocera (The Ohio State University)
Sophie Pinck (University of Washington Seattle)
Ted Malpass (University of California Santa Cruz)
Davis Aho (The Ohio State University)
Navya Dasari (New York University School of Law)
Matthew brewer (The Ohio state university)
Owen Hennessey (The Ohio State University)
John Lazo (California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo)
Hannah Hagy (California Polytechnic State University, SLO)
Ava Bertolotti (Northeastern University)
Mohammed Ashkar (Saint Louis University)
Owen Leddy (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Chris Cortese (The Ohio State University)
Sapna Ramappa (University of California Los Angeles)
Kiera Flanagan (SUNY New Paltz)
Susan Castelli-Hill (Westbury Middle School)  
Albert Coffman (Pennridge)  
Ruth Hehn (Ft. Collins High School)  
Karl F. Moore (Akron University)  
Christopher Kohlman (Herbert H Lehman high School)  
Jo-Ann Sramek (University of Minnesota)  
Grace Mason (University of California Santa Barbara)  
Melissa Marote (Ohio University)  
Am Gilliam (Virginia Commonwealth University)  
joyce heyn (Royal Oak)  
Mary Bissell (V. Sue Cleveland High School)  
Garry Kramchak (Pennsylvania State University)  
Jessica Claudio (The University of People)  
Mochael Olcsvary (Emerson)  
Andrew Costigan (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
Mary Sullivan (Retired)  
Patricia Harlow (Vassar College)  
Matthew Boguske (Lake Washington Institute of Technology)  
Copley Smoak (Univ. of S. C.)  
Jennifer Smith (Old Town School of Folk Music)  
Tracy Foster (Richard Stockton)  
Patricia Harlow (Vassar College)  
Germano Brandes (Yeard Baltimore School)  
sarah caplan (Pima Community College)  
Jaxon Brooks (Gateway technical college)  
Dennis Simpson (Saldivar Elementary)  
Mark Hayduke Grenard (Arizona State University)  
Julie Hansen Ms (Freeman high school)  
Karen Chung (University of California Davis School of Medicine)  
Anya Gavryloko (University of Washington)  
probyn gregory (Aveson Charter Schools)  
wayne hoffman (Olympic Heights High School)  
Riley Brannian (University of Iowa)  
Sharon Briggs (Desert Trails Elementary School)  
TERESA SOPHIA BARUT (Hampshire Regional)  
Emily gonzales (Beloit)  
Natalie Malec (Ball State University)  
Brittany Martin (City College)  
roy adsit (Saipan Southern High School)  
John Oda (University of Arizona)  
Jessica Cassidy (George Mason University)  
Eva Falkenstein (Charles E. Brown Middle School)  
Sarah Ramirez (Portland State University)  
Terry Sailer (Texas A&M)  
Mushtaq Syed (St. Vincent's)  
ron stillman (cw post college)  
Grace Ukoha (University of Central Missouri)  
Ivy Hung (Glendora High School)  
Julian Bose (Portland State University)  
Madison Johnson (Wallkill Senior Highschool)  
Patricia Harlow (Vassar College)  
Josephine K Webb (Central Carolina community college)  
Robert Duy (Mosaic Elementary)  
Stephen W. Mik (Santa Rosa Junior College)  
Ashish Nalla (Johns Hopkins University)  
Hannah Alzgal (Portland State University)  
Rick Haj (Portland State University)  
Anne Ackley (Santa Monica College)  
Eileen Nget (University of Washington Seattle Campus)  
Thea Deanon (University of Washington)  
Brittney Swain (University of Washington)  
Aaleah Mendoza (University of Washington)  
Kirsten Romero (University of Washington)  
Cheryl Feng (university of washington)  
Kayla Chun (University of Washington)  
Alexis Chandra-Yang (University of Washington — Seattle Campus)  
Christina Gao (University of Washington)  
Cloe Coker (University of Washington)  
Morgan Ha (University of Washington)  
Anna Cao (University of Washington)  
Emily Soth (University of Washington Seattle)  
Emilie Allaert (University of California Davis School of Medicine)  
Javier Cavazos Weems (University of North Texas)  
Navpreet Gill (UC Davis School of Medicine)  
Colin Melville (University of New Mexico)  
Michael Tribble (Michael Tribble)  
Elaine Becker (Ohio University)  
Gia Warren (Keller Graduate School of Management)  
Jamie (New York Institute of Technology)  
Rick Hodgkins (American River College)  
Eleanor Roffman (Lesley university)  
Melanie Kuhn (Purdue University)  
Robert Luebeck (Seton Hall)
Cherlyn Reynolds (Indiana University)
You stand for all American (university of South Florida)
Luke Brennan (Purdue University)
Jorge L. Nina Espinosa (University of Puerto Rico Medical Sciences Campus)
Johanna Kopp (NewSchool university)
Ann Bailey (Texas Christian University)
Jean Langford (Arkansas State University & UALR Bowen Law School)
Paige Harrison RN BSN OCN (City University of New York)
Kayce Hobson (Cooper Medical School of Rowan University)
Edmund Weisberg (Johns Hopkins University)
Mary Pat Quinn (Mary Pat Quinn)
Gillian Hart (UC Berkeley)
David McLallen (Trumansburg Central)
Brandon Singer (Jack M. Barrack Hebrew Academy)
Jeannette Bartelt (Frederick High School)
Allie Rehm Kashaka (UC Berkeley)
Carole Munson (Second Street School)
Paul Eisenberg (Indiana University)
Christopher Glass (Decatur High School)
Ilse Stacklie-Vogt (University of Oregon)
Jason (Palm Beach State College)
Stacie Dullmeyer (Stacie Dullmeyer)
Shan Magnuson (Santa Rosa Junior College)
Bruce Watermn (Oakland Tech)
Teresa Miller (Oakland Tech)
KellyJean Clair (Fordham University)
Anna Bayles (Oakland Community College)
Patricia Dean (Elgin Local Schools)
Daniel Goldberg (Illinois State University)
Anna (Penn)
Karmaaletha Brown (Shawnee Mission Northwest)
titus tien (University of California Berkeley)
Marge Heggison (Dartmouth College)
Paul H Adrien (Ecole St. Jean Baptiste)
Madonna Lennon (State University of NY @ Buffalo)
Brenda Uhler (Millersville University)
Laurence Thomas (Michigan State University)
Rob Schrock (Lakewood high school)
Ariella Safer (University of South Florida)
Frank Ackerman (Frank Ackerman)
Patricia Narro (University of California, Berkeley)
craig clark (the new york institute of english an business)
Abby (ThunderRidge High School)
Graciela Macedo-Camacho (Lakewood High School)
CAROLYN MARKSON (Palmyra-Eagle Are School District)
Robert K O’Donnell (Sacred Heart University)
Michael Eaton (Indiana University)
Rutherford Charlot (Western Governors University)
colin boysel (The Ohio State University)
David Stevens (Iupui)
Patricia Rowell, PhD (Virginia Commonwealth University)
Sheila Williams (Liberty High School)
John colarulli (Rhode Island college)
Joanne Vander Heyden (St. Mary School)
David P. Dougherty (New Britain Senior High School)
Khialia Deya (Hood College)
Raefael (Cedar Grove)
Richard (George Mason University)
Maanasa Gurram (University of Maryland College Park)
Linda K Smith (Nazareth Area High)
Gloria Tava (University of California, San Francisco)
Madeline Chung (Case Western Reserve University)
Tyler (Arizona State University)
jimmie bishop (Metrostate University)
Robert Hobe (Martin high school)
Artemis (Mesa Community College)
Amanda Siemens (University of Arizona)
Janaki Patel (University of Maryland, College Park)
Ryan W (University of Maryland)
Vyom Iyer (University of Michigan)
Mimi Barress (Cornerstone Birthwork Training)
Ibn-Umar Abbasparker (Rutgers University - New Brunswick)
John Felton (University of Evansville)
Maryellen Molnar (Oregon State University)
Barbara Reidy (UMASS Lowell)
Cordelia Frykman (University of California, Berkeley)
Priya Dohlman (University of Maryland)
Xiao warren (University of Maryland)
Fatou Sall (University of Maryland)
Micah McVicker (Indiana University)
Amelia Jones (Santa Monica College)
Steven Kranowski (Virginia Tech)
Tayyiaba Farooq (Boston University)
Sophia Thompson (University of Maryland, College Park)
Laura Pons (USC School of Dramatic Arts)
William DeShawn (Eagle Rock High School)
Brooks Robards (Bryn Mawr College)
Sami Nguyen (University of Washington)
Josiah King (Seattle University)
Hannah Posner (Riverside High School)
Connor Nikhil Warmuth (Vanderbilt University)
Rohith Moolakatt (University of California, Berkeley)
Grace yang (Lexington High School)
Jessie Smith (East Pennsboro High School)
Iris Zhan (River Hill High School)
Dominick Shinal (Northeastern University)
Aila Ganic (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Ann Powell (School Of The Arts, University Avenue, Rochester, New York)
Aza Evans-Townsend (George Washington University)
Viviana Rios (University of California, Davis School of Medicine)
Brandon Bradley (The University of Texas at Austin)
Frank Granda (University of California, Irvine)
Rex Sutton (Murray St Univ)
Sydney Smith (University of Utah)
Casey (Lexington High School)
Laura Slattery (University of California Davis School of Medicine)
Viola Velonis (Purchase College, State University of New York)
sarah caplan (Pima Community College)
Tess Perez (University of Davis SOM)
Descartes Deya (Baltimore City Community College)
Rishab Chawla (Medical College of Georgia)
Arthur Bookstein (Keck School of Medicine at USC)
April garcia (Summit Hall elementary)
Mohamed Haddad (Harvard University - John F Kennedy School of Government)
Pyone Yadnar Paing (University of Washington)
Olga Vitruk (University of Washington, Seattle)
Tripura Talagadadeevi (University of Washington School of Public Health)
Victoria Chan (University of Washington)
Tessa Concepcion (University of Washington)
Joie Waxler (University of Washington)
Ong'era Mogaka (University of Washington)
Emily Begnel (University of Washington)
Zeruiah Buchanan (University of Washington SPH)
Jillian Neary (University of Washington)
Ramya Kumar, MPH (University of Washington School of Public Health)
Anupa Gewali (University of Washington - Seattle)
Harika Kottakota (David Geffen School of Medicine at University of California, Los Angeles)
Joseph Borrell (University of California, Los Angeles David Geffen School of Medicine)
Karen Kruger (George Washington University)
Amirah Tibbet (The George Washington University Milken Institute School of Public Health)
Alexis Schaefer (George Washington University)
Robert Pierce (The George Washington University)
Neelima Charya (George Washington University)
Katherine Bake (The George Washington University)
Sriram Shamasunder (University of California, San Francisco)
Svetlana Shepovalova (Touro College of Pharmacy)
Alina Metje (University of Washington)
Emilia Cardenas (University of Washington)
Kaija Corry (The University of Washington)
Avani Reddy (University of California, Los Angeles)
Sapna Ramappa (University of California, Los Angeles)
Debbie Wang (Vanderbilt University)
Neelu Paleti (University of Pennsylvania)
Maxwell Leary (Lynn University)
Amma Aijaz (George Washington University)
Zain Shamsuddin (University of Maryland, College Park)
Collrane Frivold (University of Washington)
sheila mohebbi (University of California, San Francisco)
Megan Hassi (University of Washington)
Robin Sack (Grant High School)
Aamina Ng (University of California, San Francisco)
Aaliyah Phillips (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
ISHA KUMBAM (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Melanie Fringuello (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Aislinn McCleery (Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Radha Tummalaapenta (Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Sydney McMaster (George Washington University)
Niko Johnson-Fuller (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Csilla Moran (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Mahlegha Salarilak (University of California San Francisco)
Alina Luk (University of California, San Francisco)
Cameryn Nakamura (University of California, San Francisco, School of Pharmacy)
Lauren Tweedie (University of California San Francisco School of Pharmacy)
Joshua Robinson (Joshua Robinson)
Amelia Brady (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Kelly Ching (University of California, San Francisco)
Ian Speers (Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health)
Adriana Gardner (University of California San Francisco)
Shadman Rahman (Harvard Kennedy School of Government)
Kenneth Caselberry (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Andrew Chantha Hean (University of California, San Francisco)
Joely Hannan (University of Washington)
Lamley Lawson (Yale University School of Medicine)
Nina Stepaniants (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Cristina Isabel Martinez (University of California, Davis School of Medicine)
Kristiana Jordan (University of California, Davis School of Medicine)
Javier Aguayo (UC Davis School of Medicine)
Shreya Kumar (University of California, Davis School of Medicine)
Mary Sarkisian (University of California, Davis School of Medicine)
Natalie Coca (University of California Davis School of Medicine)
Anna Wiese (University of California Davis School of Medicine)
Adrianna Carter (University of California Davis, School of Medicine)
Shania Westmoreland (University of California Davis)
Aana Amin (University of California, Davis - School of Medicine)
Madelyn Larson (UC Davis School of Medicine)
Alexander Baltodano (UC Davis School of Medicine)
Lindsey McClellan (University of Washington)
Punam Bajracharya (George Washington University)
Charlee Gorham (Macalester College)
Sharon Gip (University of California, San Francisco)
Kyrá Toomey (University of California - Davis)
Hadia Lala Gul (UC Davis)
Rhodalene Benjamin-Addy (University of California Davis School of Medicine)
Patrick Porter (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Sarah Lin (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Sarah Nakamoto (University of California, San Francisco)
Yasmin Wilson (George Washington University)
Shannon Flynn (Lesley University)
KRISHNAPRIYA HARI (University of California, Davis)
Aron Kishore (University of California, Davis)
Manda Nguyen-Sanh (Manda Nguyen-Sanh)
Jason Bowman (Sacramento City College)
joyce heyn (Farb)
c p (Chico State)
Matthew Auerbach (San Jose State University)
Greta R Meyerhof (UCLA)
Louis Manuel Ruiz (Santa Cruz Adult School)
Leena Rijhwani (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Namita Thomas (Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Justin Truong (San Francisco State University)
Bob Schildgen (University of Wisconsin)
Jake Schade (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
richard (xavier u)
Marc Pilisuk (Saybrook University)
David A. Agyapong (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Andrea Dixon (California State University San Bernardino)
Joanna Katz (Joanna Katz)
Richard Tonsing (Texas Christian University)
Lawrence (Lincoln High School)
Radha Tummalapenta (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Sherrill Futrell (UC DAVIS)
Jenny (Rutgers, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
elizabeth darovic (Chartwell School)
Merrick Heinly (Point Loma High School)
Karen Berger (Head Start)
Jennifer Arias (UC Davis SOM)
Robert Geyer (San Francisco State University)
Candy Bowman (American River)
Marion Schulman (UCLA)
David Garyantes (Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Ann Marie Marie Meyer (Simmons University)
Madison Luzar (UC Berkeley)
Vida Sanchez (UC Berkeley)
Brooke Farrenkopf (Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health)
Radhika Tampi (Harvard University)
Antonio Hernandez (University of California, Davis - School of Medicine)
Maria (CSUS)
Jessica Dhaliwal (University of California, Davis)
Michael Hsieh (Michael Thomas Hsieh)
Nyla Godbold (University of California, Davis)
Elaine Hang (University of California Davis)
Aidan Rauh (San Jose State University)
Margot Grotland (North Central High School)
eric zhang (university of california irvine)
Shervin Gorji (Touro University California)
Selam Gebremedhin (Touro University of California)
Rob Bellman (University of California, San Francisco)
Lu Zhang (Yale)
Ruizhao Zhu (Boston University)
Amy Wen (University of California, Davis)
Jaya Verma (University of California, Davis)
Melanie Gallegos-Campos (University of California, Davis)
Andrew Hedden (University of Washington)
Veena Bhagavathi (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Jessica Ainooson (Yale School of Public Health)
Rebecca Abelman (University of California San Francisco)
Alex Flores (Tufts University School of Medicine)
Jolie Stocki (Tufts University School of Medicine)
Maryam Karim (University of Washington School of Medicine)
Senila Yasmin (Tufts University School of Medicine)
Kathryn Gianoulias (Tufts School of Medicine)
Ariella Levisohn (Tufts University School of Medicine)
Benayas Dereje Begashaw (Tufts University School of Medicine)
Benhur Ghide (Tufts University School of Medicine)
Katherine Dyer (University of Washington School of Medicine)
Kathryn L Kellohen (University of California, San Francisco)
Dana mccarney (tufts university school of medicine)
Christina Chandra (Emory University)
Sakina Musa (Simmons University)
Morgan Smith (Simmons University)
E. Lisa Chung (Emory University, Rollins School of Public Health)
Maria Garcia Quesada (Emory University)
Alisa F. (University of Washington Bothell)
Brady Bennett (Emory University)
Emeli Anderson (Emory University)
Natalie Voss (University of Washington)
Hayley Newman (University of Washington)
Lisa Chung (University of Washington Bothell)
Wesley J. Park (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
Jennifer Trinh (Simmons College)
Liz Tabbut (Simmons University)
Jeanmerli Gonzalez (Simmons University)
Cecilia W. (University of Washington)
Jasmine Zettell (University of Washington Seattle)
Negar Koore (University of Washington)
yilin bai (University of Washington Bothell)
Florence Bien-Aime (University of Washington)
Annika Saducos (University of Washington)
Kassandra Chaput (University of Washington)
Amanela Diaz (University of Washington)
Ares Fisher (University of Washington)
Zhuoran Fang (University of Washington)
Audrey Chang (University of Washington)
Talia Russom (University of Washington)
Lara Andres (University of Washington)
Daniel Hong (University of Washington)
Atay Bulut (University of Washington)
Wanchalo Emwunkew (University of Washington)
Alexandria Cederholm (University of Washington)
Hani Abuassi (University of Washington)
Rohini Kilan (University of Washington)
Anastasia Ture (PSU)                      Chloe Lawrence (University of Washington)
Nicholas Taylor (PSU)                     Noah Marx (University of Washington)
Jimena Ruacho (PSU)                       Wanjin Yeo (University of Washington)
Willie Harris (PSU)                       Anna Kresler (University of Washington)
John A (PSU)                              Julia Angell (University of Washington)
Ilan Gerould (PSU)                        Jada Daniels (University of Washington)
M Aishmali (PSU)                          Esha Mahal (University of Washington)
Kyle Lewis (PSU)                          Chloe Yex (University of Washington)
Gabriela Cano-Hernandez (PSU)            Sanjita Sashikesan (University of Washington)
Lorenzo Craig (PSU)                       Kamand Kariani (University of Washington)
Emma Scheidegger (PSU)                    Sarah Mchte (University of Washington)
Hannah Montgomery (PSU)                   An Mew Goe (University of Washington)
Joshua Franckowiak (PSU)                  Mei-lin Beilman (Collin College)
David Dai (University of Washington)     Ife Komolafe (Collin College)
Nayon Park (University of Washington)     Elisabeth Sun (Collin College)
Micaela Homer (University of Washington)  Amirreza Sinaei (Collin College)
Kristin Kozmarsky (University of Washington)  Hannah Wahl (Collin College)
Emma McDonald (University of Washington)  Mayesha Kabir (Collin College)
Elizabeth Deng (University of Washington)  Samantha Hernandez (Collin College)
Rupali Ramalingam (University of Washington)  JT Myers (Collin College)
Anthony Truong (University of Washington)  Lisa Armendaniz (Collin College)
Claire Goldberg (University of Washington)  Jaltida Paulino (Collin College)
Luna Chen (University of Washington)      Selennq (Collin College)
Thrisa Ramesn (University of Washington)  Lamia (Collin College)
Madelyn Roth (University of Washington)   Wania Sheikh (Collin College)
Jasroop Miglani (University of Washington)  Armaan Hyder (Collin College)
Nobu Golu (University of Washington)      Yugand Hari (Collin College)
Alana Yudha (University of Washington)    Walter Reyes (Collin College)
Lilyanha Williams (University of Washington)  Priscilla Osireye (Collin College)
Clare Wisotzkey (University of Washington)  Devotion Ekeuku (Collin College)
Wendy Suarez (University of Washington)   Flaiua Castillo (Collin College)
Harrison Duong (University of Washington)  Ragan Pillai (Collin College)
Shelby Ams (University of Washington)     Ivy (Collin College)
Arden Lichter (University of Washington)  Pyu Zin (Collin College)
Ethan Thomas (University of Washington)   Labiba Uddin (Collin College)
Sarah Hans (University of Washington)